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Medieval facts and information
about weaponry, armor and arms
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Build your own working scale
model medieval trebuchet with
easy to follow detailed trebuchet
plans and instructions. When built,
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Fig. 211 - The Trebuchet . The arm
is fully wound down and the tackle
of the windlass is detached from
in. The stone is in the sling and the
engine is about to be. Trebuchet .
Interesting Facts and information
about Medieval Trebuchet used in
warfare during the Middle Ages;
Description of the Trebuchet ;
Trebuchet training Welcome to
Virtual Trebuchet 2.0.
VirtualTrebuchet is a web based
trebuchet simulator that will allow
you to quickly evaluate different
trebuchet configurations.
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Trebuchet ! Get Medieval facts and information about weaponry, armor and arms including the Trebuchet . Fast and accurate facts about the Trebuchet . Fig. 211
- The Trebuchet . The arm is fully wound down and the tackle of the windlass is detached from in. The stone is in the sling and the engine is about to be. Figure 1.
Reconstructed trebuchet at Château des Baux, France. The payload is loaded into the sling, at the long end of the lever arm (on the left).
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Welcome to Virtual Trebuchet 2.0. VirtualTrebuchet is a web based trebuchet simulator that will allow you to quickly evaluate different trebuchet configurations.
Figure 1. Reconstructed trebuchet at Château des Baux, France. The payload is loaded into the sling, at the long end of the lever arm (on the left).
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